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Abstract
Twenty-six years have passed since computers entered the Turkish Education System. Studies regarding the evaluation of the integration process reveal that the technology use has not yet been reflected into classroom activities sufficiently. This article aims to evaluate studies conducted from the beginning of the process to determine problems with regard to the integration process, especially by focusing on the elementary education. The article carefully examined the relevant literature, short-term action plans, circulars, regulations, project documents, and research studies. It appears that all the investments and projects carried out so far regarding the generalization of the use of ICT in education have remained mostly at macro level. More concrete policies and practices taking all the dimensions into consideration were put into practice only in the last period of the technology integration process. There are still problems at present situation particularly in the dimensions of infrastructure, teacher education, instructional materials, and software. Micro-level studies, which are carried out at the level of individual school, should be supported. Then, there will be better chances to convert the results of studies into policies for effective reform.
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Introduction
As stated clearly in the Information Society Strategy Report, “There are serious opportunities in the mid-run before Turkey to be able to turn into an information society because of its demographic structure” (DPT, 2006b). In order to make use of this opportunity, it is necessary that the country should educate this young population in accordance with the requirements of the age. Within this scope, serious work has been carried out for twenty-six years to make the use of new and gradually developing information and communication technologies in Turkey. According to the basic understanding of educational technology, the success of investments made in technology in the field of education depends on effective and efficient use of these technologies at the school level. Otherwise, the use becomes controversial. Hoffman (2001) indicates that the success of technology at the school level is related to the ability to integrate technology into the classroom.

The results of pertinent studies aiming to determine the present condition of the Turkish Education System indicate that there has been an increase in the use of these technologies by teachers, as in other countries; however, due to the problems originating from the factors affecting the integration process, the reflection of technology use in classroom activities has not yet reached the ideal level under integration. In these studies, it was found that teachers use the technologies more in administrative and personal work but less in teaching (Aşkar &
Koçak-Usluel, 2002a; 2002b; 2003; Çağiltay, Çakıroğlu, Çağiltay, & Çakıroğlu, 2001; Demiraslan & Koçak-Usluel, 2005; Goktas, Yıldırım, & Yıldırım, 2008; Koçak-Usluel & Aşkar, 2006; Koçak-Usluel, Mumcu, & Demiraslan, 2007). However, in a study by Koçak-Usluel, Mumcu and Demiraslan (2007), findings were obtained with regard to the variety of uses of the ICT in learning-teaching processes (though use remained at low rates). Additionally, in the study by Demiraslan and Koçak-Usluel (2005), findings were obtained supporting this result.

However, it must be kept in mind that the integration process is both a quite comprehensive and a complicated one. For this simple reason, it becomes inevitable to come across various obstacles during the process. Within this scope, starting from the works carried out as an approach from the beginning of the process in order to determine the point reached in the technology integration process at elementary education level and reasons of the problems might enable us to evaluate the process with a more integrated point of view. Starting from this point of view, the present article aims to evaluate the studies carried out as of the beginning of the process, especially by focusing on the elementary education level in order to determine the problems in the technology integration process of our education system.

**Method**

In this study, survey type research model was used. In the study carried out based on the literature, short-term action plans and the evaluation reports about these plans, circulars, regulations, project documents, and research studies made on the subject matter were referred.

The technology integration process taken under evaluation was limited to the elementary education level. In this study, the emerging developments in the integration process are examined in three periods considered to characterize the major stages of the process. The first stage is seen as having begun in the early 1980s and ended in the year 1997, in which basic education was expanded to eight years; the period beginning with the acceptance of the 1997 Basic Education Law expanding basic education to eight years as a requirement of the vision for the 21st century of Turkey is called the second period; and the process beginning with the ‘2003 e-Transformation Turkey Project,’ which is still continuing today, is the third period. The evaluation of these three periods was discussed under separate headings in this study.

**First Period**

The first campaign began in 1984 at the secondary education level; later the scope was expanded through the inclusion of primary education. Although computers were initially used for computer education, they started to be used for computer-assisted education (CAE) with the 1988 Computer-Assisted Education Project (CAEP).

Another project was the National Education Development Project (NEDP), which started in 1992 with the financial support by the World Bank and was completed in 1997 (MEB EĞİTEK, 2002). Within the scope of this project aiming to increase the quality of primary and secondary education (MEB, 1999), two other pilot projects directed toward the use of computers in education were carried out (the 53 Computer Try-out School Project and 182 Computer Laboratory School Project). In these projects the aim was to carry out research and development, predominantly to develop software for CAE (MEB, 1991).
Like many countries, Turkey espouses a training approach aimed at having teachers who have been trained through in-service training and then teach other teachers at their own schools. The teachers who are responsible for training other teachers are called formatter teachers.

Formatter teachership, together with computer teachership, was first considered within the scope of NEDP. With a directive put into practice in 1993, the criteria to be taken into account in selecting teachers for these two fields of teachership and the duties of the formatter teachers were defined (MEB, 2006a). This directive is still in effect, although some articles have been modified.

Within the scope of NEDP, in the year 1996, the training of 256 new formatter teachers was completed; moreover, the 314 formatter teachers were retrained (MEB EĞİTEK, 2002). Following cooperation with universities between the years 1991 and 2002, a total of 3,180 computer formatter teachers were trained (MEB EĞİTEK, 2002).

Incorporating computers into the Turkish Education System led to arrangements not only at the school level but also at the level of the Ministry of National Education. General Directorate of Computer Services and Education (GDCSE) was established in 1992 at the level of the MNE to carry out computer-assisted education-oriented work. The MNE in that period, within the scope of NEDP, carried out work to make the administrative services it provided more effective at using information technologies (MEB EĞİTEK, 2008). For this purpose, it was planned to transport the activities of various units of the ministry into an electronic environment by setting up the system that was then called the Integrated Administrative Information System of the Ministry of National Education (MNESIS) (MEB EĞİTEK, 2002). This system, which was eventually named the Information System of the Ministry of National Education (MNEBİS), was made accessible on the Internet by configuring a web-based module in 2007 (Uyanık er, 2007).

However, work related to the CAE, contrary to what had been planned, was continued in such a way that it included the dimensions of hardware and teacher training and disregarded the dimension of integrating implementation with the curricula and giving primary importance to the dimension of software.

Because the development of educational software making use of the country’s own means and in its own language was adopted as the basic principle throughout Turkey, many educational software development projects were carried out by different firms in that period. However, in the evaluations made afterwards, some of this software was not found to have the expected qualities and be sufficiently original (MEB, 1991). Another of the critiques made concerning the matter is related to the methods and criteria followed in software development and selection (Şimşek, 1998). Moreover, this idea of generalizing the implementations of CAE within the general framework of a master plan that was prepared under the umbrella of pilot project implemented could not be put into practice (MEB, 1991).

**Second Period**

A new period began in Turkey with the Catching the Era in Education 2000 Project. With this project, a series of developments took place that were directed especially at the primary education system and that at the same time aimed to prepare the system for the twenty-first
century. Within this scope, in the Turkish Education System, a legal regulation was introduced in 1997 primarily concerning the expansion of primary education to eight years. To implement the new basic education strategy prepared within the framework of the Law numbered 4036, the Basic Education Project (BEP), financially supported by the World Bank, was put into effect in 1998 (Eurydice, 2007).

In this characteristic period underpinning the preparation for the new century, information technologies were used in order to actualize transformation in the field of education. For this reason, work in this period was directed toward generalizing the use of information technologies, primarily in primary education toward integrating them into the system (MEB, 2002; MEB, 2004).

The first program put into effect with the BEP 1st Phase Project was the actualization of computer education through a newly prepared computer course program at the basic education level (MEB EĞİTEK, 2003a). In this way, the course of computer sciences began to be taught as an elective starting in the fourth grade in primary education in 1998.

Following this development, to train teachers who were to teach computer science at the primary school level, Departments of Computer Education and Instructional Technology began to be opened within the education faculties in 1997. The number of relevant departments had increased to 29 by the 2006-2007 academic year. The number of students enrolled in the sole department had increased to 1,255 by 2006. Today, most of the computer teachers employed by the MNE graduated from these departments. The number of these teachers was 8,785 by 2006 (YÖK, 2007).

Another development during this period was the inclusion of a compulsory computer science course in the programs at all teaching departments within the framework of restructuring education faculties, as well as the start of the process of having teachers acquire computer literacy skills before service.

Within the scope of the BEP, it was aimed at using ICT in school subjects other than computer science courses starting in the fourth grade in primary schools (MEB, 2004). Meanwhile, the computer laboratories set up in the first period were replaced by 3,188 Information Technology (IT) classrooms. Moreover, with the internet connections provided in the IT classrooms, the goal was to use the Internet for teaching purposes (DPT, 2004; MEB APK, 2002; MEB EĞİTEK, 2003).

Kılıç and Özdemir (2006) conducted a study of the distribution of IT classrooms set up during the first phase of the BEP and found that because the MNE had not taken into account the number of students in the various areas during the distribution of hardware, and it set up fewer IT classrooms in the areas where the number of students is high and more IT classrooms in the areas where the number of students is low. They stated that due to this policy, the duration of student-computer interaction did not exceed one hour per week, and for this reason, it was not possible to use these classrooms for both computer education and computer-assisted instruction as originally aimed.

In the second period, the MNE established EDUTECH in 1998 to be able to create an education system compatible with the developing technology and put into effect the new education models and methods required by the era (MEB EĞİTEK, 2002). At present, all implementation
regarding the integration of ICT into the Turkish Education System is carried out by the EDUTECH in the name of the MNE.

Despite these developments, the goal of the integration of ICT into teaching processes could not be achieved by the BEP, as in the first period in which the generalized implementation of CAE was attempted. Because the IT classrooms were used mostly for computer education, use for educational purposes could not be generalized (Taslak Rapor, 2004). Furthermore, the course content and course loads of the primary school programs applied in that period were not suitable for integrating ICT into education (Taslak Rapor, 2004). The same matter was also mentioned in the MNE ICT Policy Draft Document, and the necessity of a teaching program modification was highlighted (MEB, 2003).

**Third Period**

The most important characteristic of the third period, including ICT implementation in the Turkish Education System after 2000, was the process of transformation into an information society that also occurred in the same period in Turkey. For this reason, in evaluating the third period’s projects, it is necessary to track those carried out within the framework of the transformation into an information society as well.

From the 2000’s on, worldwide, within the scope of the transformation into an information society, a series of initiatives was launched [World Information Society Summit (2003), (2005) and EU Initiatives] (DPT, 2005b). The work done in Turkey increased as well in tandem with the EU membership process starting in 2001. Turkey became a party to the e-Europe initiative designed for the EU member candidate countries in 2001, and in 2003, it prepared its own e-Transformation Turkey Project and put it into effect (DPT, 2006b; e-Avrupa+ Eylem Plani, 2001).

Within the scope of this project, two Short-Term Action Plans (STAP) were prepared, one covered the 2003-2004 period and the other one covered the 2004-2005 period. In the first of these (2003-2004), legal and technical infrastructure was given priority, while in the second period, extending attempts to reflect the actions into daily life were given priority (DPT, 2006a). Lastly, with the Information Society Strategy and an Action Plan prepared in 2006, medium-term and long-term strategies and targets on the part of Turkey covering the 2006-2010 period were identified. This plan is important in that it indicates the road map that Turkey will follow until 2010 in the process of transformation into an information society (DPT, 2006b).

The work started in the field of education within the scope of preparation to become an information society in the late 1990s took a new shape from this point onward in terms of content and approaches with the action plans prepared within the scope of the e-Transformation Turkey Project. With the contributions that the project provided, it has become possible to present an integrated viewpoint and more concrete policies and targets concerning the extending of the ICT in the field of education as of this period (DPT, 2006b).

It appears that every step runs parallel to the e-Transformation Turkey Project with both the project plans that the MNE made for projects to be started after 2000 within the framework of
the policy of integrating ICT into education (MEB EĞİTEK, 2003a) and the steps it has actually taken.

The projects that have been carried out in the third period can be discussed under two headings according to their type of financial resources. The first of these includes projects financed by foreign resources and put into practice under the responsibility of the MNE; other one includes the projects financially supported by the MNE and carried out by EDUTECH. One of the two important projects financed by foreign resources is the BEP-Phase II Project, which was implemented with the financial support by the World Bank in 2002; the other one is Basic Education Support Project.

The effort to set up IT classrooms was continued within the scope of BEP-Phase II Project. In Turkey, projects to secure the support of the private sector were carried out as well. This projects are the Computer Based Education Support Project and the 100% Support to Education Campaign. Some of these projects are still in effect.

The number of the IT classrooms set up with the support of domestic and foreign resources and various private organizations was 29,264 by 2008 (MEB EĞİTEK, 2008a). According to the last statistics, at the primary education level, the number of students per computer was 45; at the secondary education level, it was 37; and in the fields of vocational and technical education, it was 11 (Aktürk, 2006).

The goal of setting up IT classrooms in primary schools included in the first STAP has not been easy to reach in the short run for a country whose population is composed mostly of young people. For this reason, this goal was included in all the action plans prepared. The project investments started in 2005 under the responsibility the MNE were planned to be concluded in 2009, and those carried out by the Ministry of Transport and Communication from 2006 until today were planned to be concluded in 2008 (DPT, 2008b).

Although the goal of setting up an IT classroom in every school at the primary education level has been achieved, the high number of students per classroom (DPT, 2008a) will continue to negatively affect the efficiency of the lessons taught in these classrooms (Deryakulu, 2005; DPT, 2006b).

On the other hand, the new trend in the implementation of technology integration is the integration of technology into classrooms. Parallel to this development, the new goal set by the MNE is to provide a computer to every classroom at the primary education stage (BTHaber, 2008a). The increase in teachers’ skills with ICT naturally encourages them to use these technologies in their classrooms. The need for computers as caused by this trend is being addressed using different resources at the school level (with support by school heads and students’ parents).

The other problems with IT classrooms are the deficiencies in peripheral equipment and slow Internet connections (Akbaba-Altun, 2006). Moreover, because IT classrooms at schools are converted from old classrooms, there are problems in setting up laboratories (Akbaba-Altun, 2006; Deryakulu, 2005).

Regarding the infrastructure, as well as in providing schools with hardware and Internet connections, it is also important that technical support be provided so that present systems can continue to operate. In this respect, the repair and maintenance policies followed in the
integration process are of great importance. The MNE provides service support through the firms from which it purchases hardware under the guarantee within the framework of the BEP. In all of the action plans carried out within the framework of the e-Transformation Turkey Project, it is emphasized that the IT classrooms should be open to public in order for them to be used effectively and efficiently. At the same time, the aim is to create resources for these classrooms. However, the desired goal could not be achieved. Among the reasons for this failure was hesitancy on the part of administrators and the insufficiency of the staff and allowance (DPT, 2004; DPT, 2006c).

Another dimension of the infrastructure work related to the integration processes includes the work done to provide IT classrooms with Internet connections. In the first STAP prepared in this direction, the campaign “Open a School to the World, Connect it to the Internet” was introduced. With this campaign, the goal was to connect schools to the Internet through the sponsorship of voluntary persons and organizations (DPT, 2004) in addition to public funds. Also, the MNE Internet Access Project (2003), aimed to provide the schools and institutions connected to the MNE and the IT classrooms present in schools with fast and continuous Internet connections. Within the scope of the project, ADSL connections in all the schools were completed (MEB, 2007b).

Another project put into effect in this period was the Basic Education Support Project (BESP). The BESP is a project financed by the European Commission to support the vision of the MNE about basic education and contribute to its developing and continuing work within the framework of the BEP (MEB, 2005). The work carried out within this project, at the same time, furthers the e-education goal of the e-Transformation Turkey Project and contributes to the transition of action items into implementation.

Some of the most important works carried out within the framework of the BESP is the development of primary school course programs. The new primary school course programs prepared in accordance with the constructivist approach were put into use starting with the 2005-2006 school year. This work was carried out within the scope of program renewal, while the infrastructure work was carried out as part of the campaign to promote the use of the ICT in education, and these were evaluated as among the successful campaigns of the e-Transformation Turkey Project mentioned in the report on the developments between the years 2003 and 2007 (DPT, 2007).

Because the program renewal work has been evaluated using an integrated viewpoint since the beginning (MEB TTKB, 2007), the Secondary Education Project was also begun to renew the teaching programs for the courses given at secondary education institutions (DPT, 2008c).

Among the renewed course programs is also the ICT Course program. In the new secondary education program, ICT skill is taken as one of the eight skills that students should acquire. The program at the primary school level was put into practice during the 2006-2007 school year. However deleting the fourth and fifth stages of the curriculum at the beginning of 2010-2011 academic term may cause some undesired results (is worrying). Besides, to assign just one hour per week for the course aiming to acquire some advanced level skills does not support the targets of the curriculum.

In addition to the BEP – Phase II Project and the BESP, work is also carried out within the scope of the projects supported by the MNE and carried out by EDUTECH that is directed to create the conditions for program development activities to be successfully put into practice.
Within this framework, it is especially important to overcome the problem of training teachers to implement new programs. Teachers’ lack of sufficient information about ICT integration and inadequacies in training meant to help individuals overcome these deficiencies form the most important obstacles to the use of these technologies for teaching purposes.

Teachers need support related to both computer literacy and integrating ICT into learning-teaching processes if they are to be able to implement the new programs. For this reason, as it has been true throughout the process, the third period, has featured projects such as the *Intel Teacher Training Project*, the *Microsoft Innovative Teachers Program and Information Technologies and the Formatter Teacher Program*, that have aimed to train teachers through in-service programs in the direction of need.

Beginning with the introduction of computers into the education system in Turkey, many in-service training programs have been carried out to train teachers serving in the system. The contents of these programs were created within the scope of the integration of the ICT into the learning-teaching processes following the project carried out in collaboration with the Intel firm after 2003. There are research results revealing that teachers attending programs with integration contents use the ICT in their lessons at high rates (Mulkeen, 2003). Although the first year of the Intel Teacher Training Project carried out in our country with this aim was 2003, the first year of implementation of the primary education teaching programs prepared with the new vision was 2005. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the new content of the in-service training program taking this into account.

In the third period, in addition to the training given to teachers regarding the use of the ICT in teaching processes, they were also made to acquire computer literacy through distance education within the framework of the *Microsoft Cooperation in Education Program*. Moreover, with the aim of encouraging teachers to use computers, a campaign was conducted by the MNE directed toward helping them own computers as well. Thanks to the campaign, evaluated as one of the successful campaigns of e-Transformation Turkey Project (DPT, 2007), 85,000 teachers took possession of laptop computers in that period (Aktürk, 2006).

Teachers’ inability to integrate the ICTs into learning-teaching processes forms one of the most important obstacles in the use of these technologies at K-12 schools with the aim of teaching. The result of Yucel, Acun, Tarman, and Mete (2010) is notable in this respect. Yucel et al. (2010) found that ICT knowledge of teachers was a crucial variable in ICT integration. For this reason, it is critical to integrate the ICTs into formal pre-service teacher education. In addition to in-service teacher training sessions, it was decided to expand the study period for the computer science courses, which had been taught during only one semester, to two semesters; this arrangement was made with formal teacher education programs in 2006 (YÖK, 2006). Gülbahar (2008) reported in her research that teacher training programs fail to provide appropriate instructional technologies and computer facilities for both in and out of class activities. Goktas, Yıldırım, and Yıldırım, (2009) found that ICT resources and infrastructures in schools of teacher education are limited. These results are not enough in order to specify the current case in Turkey.

Another group of teachers serving within the framework of the integration of the ICT into learning-teaching processes are the computer formatter teachers. The contents of the training sessions given to this group of teachers, whose training has continued since the 1990s, have undergone modifications over time as well. (MEB EĞİTEK, 2007a). As a result of the increase in
the number of IT classrooms, both formatter teachers trained through in-service training programs and computer science teachers educated in formal education programs started to be charged as formatter teachers in the primary schools by 2007 (MEB EĞİTEK, 2007c). Although this decision was expressed in circular 53 issued in 2001 (MEB EĞİTEK, 2001), the effective enforcement of this decision became possible only after that date.

In the study by Orhan and Akkoyunlu (2003) which aimed to find out the problems that these teachers have, the formatter teachers stated that they had problems with their personal benefits, that their authority and responsibilities were not clear enough, and that they both taught computer science lessons and served as formatter teachers at the same time, they had a course overload. The course load of these teachers was reduced to 10 hours a week with an arrangement made in 2008.

Both individual and institutional factors shaped by the differences in the structure and functioning of the schools play an important role in the adoption speed of the ICT. Institutional obstacles directly affect technology use in an institution by affecting teachers’ knowledge, skills and attitude toward technology (Hew & Brush, 2007; Hoffman, 2001). The findings from the research studies conducted in Turkey by Aşkar and Koçak-Usluel (2003) in three different schools with a two-year interval supported this result as well. Moreover, Demiraslan and Koçak-Usluel (2005), moving from the study they carried out, pointed to the importance of the support given by the school administration during the integration process.

In the related literature, school technology plans and leadership factors are included among the institutional factors creating obstacles during the integration process. When the matter is considered from the viewpoint of technology plans, it appears that the practice of technology plans is not widespread at the school level in Turkey but rather is limited to personal work (Gülbahar; 2007; Saban; 2007).

The findings obtained from the studies investigating the extent to which school heads with the responsibility for the integration process at the school level in Turkey can fulfill their roles (Akbaba-Altun, 2003; Akbaba-Altun, 2006; Akbaba-Altun & Gürer, 2008; Cerit, 2007; Deryakulu, 2005; Deryakulu & Olkun, 2007; Orhan & Akkoyunlu, 2003) indicates that school heads struggle in this capacity. Şimşek (2009) states that “both the organizational structure of the Turkish education system and the training and appointment conditions of the school heads do not make possible the concept of “school leadership” in Turkey” (p. 11).

To be able to implement new education programs successfully, not only the need for trained teachers but also the need for quantitative education content and teaching materials should be met. In the third period, the most comprehensive work carried out by the MNE regarding the formation of quantitative education contents has been the Education Portal Prototype Formation Project. It was intended that the portal whose duty could not be limited to only providing teachers and students with quantitative content support would undertake a more comprehensive function, which was to contribute to the e-transformation in education (DPT; Eylül, 2004).

The content enrichment work of the portal, which was started to be broadcast temporarily by modeling following the configuration work, is still continuing today. One of the significant problems that appeared during the addition of Turkish content to the portal was the insufficiency of the workforce. A group of teachers were given in-service training to meet this
need within the scope of the Production of Educational Materials through Authoring Software Project (MEB, EĞİTEK, 2008a).

However, this work failed to enrich the Turkish content in the short run. For this reason, in addition to these nationwide campaigns, an attempt was also made to take advantage of foreign education portals such as Skoool.tr, Global Gateway and Think.com by translating them into Turkish. There is a need for still more comprehensive work including the universities and software companies.

Another project whose testing is carried out on the Education Portal is the Information Access Portal Project (MEB EĞİTEK, 2005). The main aim of the Portal was to gather all education stakeholders under the same roof and ensure the continuity of information-sharing among them.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

The Turkish education system’s becoming acquainted with computers in schools dates back approximately to the 1980s. During this process, as suggested here, many studies have been carried out with the aim of generalizing the use of the ICT in the field of education and integrating it into the learning-teaching processes and a great number of circulars and regulations regarding the carrying out of the practices at school level have been issued. When the works carried out were evaluated according to their periods, it is necessary to state that more concrete policies and implementation taking all the dimensions of the matter into account began only in the third part of this process. In this respect, the contribution of the e-Transformation Turkey Project to the process is important. From the beginning of the integration process until today a great number of projects of foreign and domestic origin have been carried out. The projects carried out in cooperation with the private sector have had important contributions to the project especially regarding the purchasing of hardware.

Although some distance which can be counted as important have been covered until today in the technology integration process in the Turkish Education System, there are still problems. It is pleasing that the steps taken in the program dimension expressed as one of the preconditions of the integration process in the third period were completed and put into practice. However, within this scope, it is thought-provoking that the part of the Information Technologies course program newly put into practice aiming to have students acquire basic and intermediate level computer literacy skills was removed from the primary education program although it had been in practice for three years. On the other hand, it can be said that we have covered an important distance in the way toward establishing an IT classroom at each school and supplying internet connections to those classrooms. The works carried out in these two dimensions are evaluated among the successful works of the e-Transformation Turkey Project (DPT, 2007). However, unless the problem of crowded classrooms at primary education level is worked out, this problem will continue to affect negatively the efficiency of lessons carried out in IT classrooms as well. Moreover, this problem is one of the factors affecting not only the IT lesson but also the quality of education and teaching at primary education level in a negative way. Besides the slowness of the internet connections in IT classrooms related to infrastructure, it is necessary to mention about deficiencies in peripheral equipments and problems emerging during the arrangements of laboratories due to IT classrooms’ being places transformed from old classrooms. Moreover, after the expiring of guarantee, what kind of a policy will be followed in the solution of the maintenance and repair problems of IT classrooms
has remained uncertain. For this reason, these classrooms face the risk of gradually becoming inactive in the future.

Teachers’ inability to integrate the ICTs into learning-teaching processes forms one of the most important obstacles in the use of these technologies at K-12 schools with the aim of teaching. For this reason, it is critical to integrate the ICTs into formal pre-service teacher education. The studies concerning the existing case about ICTs integration processes of teacher training institutions is limited. Thus, the process needs more research that will be handled different view points. It could be useful at this point in accordance with Goktas, Yıldırım, and Yıldırım (2009) and Gulbahar (2008) studies to execute the relevant courses with technology support besides such implementations as proficiency examinations for computer literate courses. Having participated in such a program might encourage teacher candidates to use the technology in their classes. On the other hand, importance should be attached to having teacher candidates acquire knowledge and skills about the use of technology-assisted methods and techniques in such courses as Special Teaching Methods, etc.

Beginning with the introduction of computers into the education system in Turkey, many in-service training programs have been carried out to train teachers serving in the system. The contents of these programs were created within the scope of the integration of the ICT into the learning-teaching processes following the project carried out in collaboration with the Intel firm after 2003. Within this scope, a substantial number of teachers have attended to the trainings given at provincial and district levels until today. Within this scope, studies aiming to investigate into how much teachers reflect the training they have taken into practice are needed.

Another group of teachers serving within the framework of the integration of the ICT into learning-teaching processes are the computer formatter teachers. However, these teachers still have problems about their personal benefits. Furthermore, the authority and responsibilities of these teachers have not been specified clearly yet. For these reasons, these teachers can not be benefited from effectively at school level.

An important element of the integration process is the digital education content, software and teaching materials. One of the important problems emerging with regard to adding Turkish content to the Education Portal established with this aim is the lack of trained staff specialized in this matter. Thoughts regarding the formation of the cadre to give service in this area have not been put into practice yet. On the other hand, the work of producing and developing teaching materials and software is the one entailing specialty, experience and accumulation. However, in Turkey, the people specialized in this matter are not many in number. More comprehensive studies involving universities and software companies in the work of finding a solution to this problem are needed.

Because the Turkish Education System is administered centrally, all investments and pursued made so far today regarding the generalization of the use of ICT in education have been carried out under the auspices of the MNE. The MNE undertakes the guiding role in the implementation of the process by sending the circulars it prepares to schools. The ministry, moreover, demonstrates its expectations and interpretation by preparing various documents regarding the projects under implementation. However, as Özdemir and Kiлич (2007) state, computer coordinators, administrators, and inspectors are not successful in accessing these reports. For this reason, only a few people are aware of the importance that the ministry attaches to the projects.
What should be done in Turkey for the future is to support the concrete policies and modes of implementation related to the integration of the ICT on a macro level in the third period, considering all dimensions of the matter with those pertinent at the school, at the district and at the province levels on a micro scale. This will ensure the step-up of the process by increasing the use of technology at schools. Schools should share their own experiences, materials and samples concerning the use of ICT in teaching with other schools at first at the district level and then at the province level and should develop new projects by cooperating with them.

When the ICT integration becomes a question at institutional level, we confront two important elements such as technology plan and leadership which become determinants in the success of the process. According to Hoffman (2001), planning underlies institutional change. Barnett (2001) expresses that schools are required to develop an elaborate technology plan to assure the positive effect of technology expenditures on students and staff. Vanderlinde, van Braak, de Windt, Tondeur, Hersmans, and Sinnaeve (2008) express that the integration of a shared vision regarding technology use and a participant technology plan for educational purposes seem to have potential benefits for successful technology program implementation. Similarly, other writers (Baylor & Ritchie, 2002; Bryderup & Kowalski, 2002) claim that a school-based technology plan is a very important step in the implementation of education technology integration. Hew and Brush (2007) point to the lack of school technology plans among the institutional obstacles regarding the use of technology, and they mention technology integration plans as the second step toward creating success after a shared vision of technology among the strategies to be formed to overcome these obstacles.

In the study by Shoemaker (1997), a positive relationship was found between planning and teachers’ use of the Internet. The studies by Cradler and Bridgton, (1995) indicated that planning at the school level has a positive effect on teaching and learning and that planning efforts have a great impact on schools (Hoffman, 2001). Tonduer, van Keer, van Braak, and Valcke (2008) found that teachers at schools implementing a detailed technology plan in which aims are emphasized the use of technology regularly in their lessons. Again, Jones (2003) found a strong relationship between school policies and changes in the classroom (Vanderlinde et al., 2008). In the study carried out by Baylor and Ritchie (2002), it was found that schools that have successfully integrated technology into programs are often guided by a comprehensive technology plan. In the study conducted by Mulkeen (2003), the ICT use rates in the lessons at schools in which technology plans are continuously updated ICT were found to be significantly higher than those in others.

For this reason, only a few people are aware of the importance that the ministry attaches to the projects. On the other hand, a legal regulation regarding the development of technology plans at the school level has not been discussed since the beginning of the integration process. For this reason, schools are not obliged to prepare their own technology plans. Thus, the responsibility of the technology integration at the school level is left to school heads; finding resources (though not all of them) and organizing physical, technical and instructional conditions are the responsibility of school administrations. Changing conditions have required school principals to become technology leaders at the same time as well. However, when this condition is taken from the point of Turkey, this matter appears as a problematic area. Within this scope, it is necessary to carry out works in the direction of improving the training and appointment conditions of school principals.
According to Fishman and Zhang (2003), a technology plan helps practitioners to acquire deep insight into how technology will be adapted to the institution and how it will contribute to the aims of the reform. Again, Lim and Khine (2006) state that a technology integration plan and vision-sharing present school leaders and classroom teachers a consistent communication style related to how to use technology (Hew & Brush, 2007). The study by Espey (2000) indicates that technology plans and the planning process provide insight into technology integration. Furthermore, a technology plan provides help in sharing the integration vision as well (Espey, 2000). Moreover, sharing the learning and teaching vision in the use of technology performs a supportive function in overcoming leadership obstacles (Tearle, 2004). The findings presented above provide us with some clues regarding the fact that school technology plans give support to school heads during the integration process. Nonetheless, when the matter is viewed from the perspective of Turkey, it is seen that the efforts regarding the preparation of school technology plans in have remained limited to personal work (Gülbahar, 2007; Saban, 2007).

In the course of time, within the scope of the ICT integration at schools, there appears to be a need for specialized cadre, which are called school technologist in the literature, to provide support about the matters of both the preparation of school technology plans and other issues. Within this scope, while dealing with the problems related to the personal rights and powers and responsibilities of computer formatter teachers, this matter should be taken into account. On one side, both the contents of the formal education programs with which these teachers are trained should be revised within the scope of needs and the post-graduate programs to train school technologists should be supported.
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